Allyson Jacobs:
Abstract Title:
Sensitivity of Community Water Systems to Water Quality/Quantity Issues Concerning Climate in Centre County
is part of the Poster Session:
Water
scheduled on Wednesday, 3/17/2004 at 1:00 p.m.

Andrew Comrie:
Abstract Title:
A Climatology of Drought for Arizona
is part of the Poster Session:
Climatology and Hazards
scheduled on Wednesday, 3/17/2004 at 3:00 p.m.

Analysis of the Impact of the North American Monsoon System on Wildfire Occurrence in Southeastern Arizona
is part of the Paper Session:
Monsoon climate
scheduled on Tuesday, 3/16/2004 at 1:00 p.m.

Abstract Title:
SARS in China: A Chronology of Chinese Newspaper Discourse
is part of the Paper Session:
Exploring SARS Geographic Perspectives and Beyond II
scheduled on Tuesday, 3/16/2004 at 10:00 a.m.

Abstract Title:
Vulnerability to Drought at Different Places and Scales: A Cross-Site Comparison
is part of the Paper Session:
scheduled on Thursday, 3/18/2004 at 8:00 a.m.

Paper Session:
5441. Celebrating a Century of Physical Geography: Reflections on the Past, Present, and Future
(Sponsored by Climate Specialty Group, Biogeography Specialty Group, Geomorphology Specialty Group)
is scheduled on Thursday, 3/18/2004 from 1:00 p.m. - 2:40 p.m.

Plenary Session:
2533. CSG Climate Day: Plenary Speaker and 2003 Paper of the Year
(Sponsored by Climate Specialty Group)
is scheduled on Monday, 3/15/2004 from 3:00 p.m. - 4:40 p.m.
Anna Versluis:
Abstract Title:
A review and assessment of network concepts and their applications in geography and related disciplines
is part of the Paper Session:
Geographical Perspectives on Complex Systems II
scheduled on Tuesday, 3/16/2004 at 3:00 p.m.

B. L. Turner:
Panel Session:
3418. Cultural and Political Ecology at the AAG Century Mark II: Futures and Prospects
(Sponsored by Cultural Ecology Specialty Group)
is scheduled on Tuesday, 3/16/2004 from 1:00 p.m. - 2:40 p.m.

Brent Yarnal:
Abstract Title:
The Need for a Comprehensive Curriculum in Human-Environment Geography
is part of the Paper Session:
Centennial Issue of the Professional Geographer, Part 2
scheduled on Tuesday, 3/16/2004 at 3:00 p.m.

Abstract Title:
Vulnerability to Drought at Different Places and Scales: A Cross-Site Comparison
is part of the Paper Session:
scheduled on Thursday, 3/18/2004 at 8:00 a.m.

Brigid Dotson:
Abstract Title:
Community Water Systems and Sensitivity to Drought in the United States – Mexico Border Region
is part of the Poster Session:
Water
scheduled on Wednesday, 3/17/2004 at 1:00 p.m

Chaoqing Yu:
Abstract Title:
GeoAgent-based Representations of Human-Environment Relationships
is part of the Paper Session:
Agent Based Models in Integrated Analysis Frameworks
scheduled on Monday, 3/15/2004 at 10:00 a.m.

Christopher Lippitt:
Session: 3444. RSSG Student Paper Competition III: Experiments and Error
Paper title:"A method to distinguish real landscape change from map error during map comparison"

Colin Polsky:
Abstract Title:
Vulnerability to Drought at Different Places and Scales: A Cross-Site Comparison
is part of the Paper Session:
scheduled on Thursday, 3/18/2004 at 8:00 a.m.

Cindy Sorrensen:
Abstract Title:
Environmentalism, Crisis Events, and the Politics of Fire Hazard in the Brazilian Amazon
is part of the Paper Session:
Amazonia: New directions in research
scheduled on Monday, 3/15/2004 at 8:00 a.m.

Abstract Title:
Vulnerability of Community Water Systems to Climate Change: Comparing Perceptions
is part of the Illustrated Paper Session:
Climate
scheduled on Friday, 3/19/2004 at 10:00 a.m.

Abstract Title:
Vulnerability to Drought at Different Places and Scales: A Cross-Site Comparison
is part of the Paper Session:
scheduled on Thursday, 3/18/2004 at 8:00 a.m.

Paper Session:
2101. Amazonia: New directions in research
(Sponsored by Cultural Ecology Specialty Group, Latin America Specialty Group)
is scheduled on Monday, 3/15/2004 from 8:00 a.m. - 9:40 a.m.

Darci Paull:
Abstract Title:
*Vulnerability of Community Water Systems to Climatic Change in Southwest Kansas*

is part of the Poster Session:
*Water*
scheduled on Wednesday, 3/17/2004 at 1:00 p.m.

David Kent:
Abstract Title:
*Involving Undergraduates in Geographic Research*
is part of the Illustrated Paper Session:
*Geography Education, Environment, and Pirates*
scheduled on Wednesday, 3/17/2004 at 10:00 a.m.

Diana Liverman:
Plenary Session:
*5639. Geography in the Twenty-First Century, Where Do We Go From Here?*
is scheduled on Thursday, 3/18/2004 from 5:00 p.m. - 6:40 p.m.

Dominic Defazio:
Abstract Title:
*Sensitivity of Community Water Systems to Water Quality/Quantity Issues Concerning Climate in Centre County*
is part of the Poster Session:
*Water*
scheduled on Wednesday, 3/17/2004 at 1:00 p.m.

Doug Goodin:
Abstract Title:
*Land cover change and deforestation in the Interior Atlantic Forest, Eastern Paraguay*
is part of the Paper Session:
*Remote Sensing: Forest Issues*
scheduled on Friday, 3/19/2004 at 10:00 a.m.

Elizabeth Hultman:
Abstract Title:
*Community Water Systems and Sensitivity to Drought in the United States – Mexico Border Region*
is part of the Poster Session:
*Water*
scheduled on Wednesday, 3/17/2004 at 1:00 p.m.

Abstract Title:
*Vulnerability of Community Water Systems to Climate Change: Comparing Perceptions*
is part of the Illustrated Paper Session:
*Climate*
scheduled on Friday, 3/19/2004 at 10:00 a.m.
Gil Pontius:
Abstract Title:  
*A method to distinguish real landscape change from map error during map comparison*  
is part of the Paper Session:  
*RSSG Student Paper Competition III: Experiments and Error*  
scheduled on Tuesday, 3/16/2004 at 1:00 p.m.

Abstract Title:  
*Creating historical land use maps for long-term change analysis in Massachusetts*  
is part of the Illustrated Paper Session:  
*Cartography/GIS/RSSG Student Illustrated Paper Competition I*  
scheduled on Monday, 3/15/2004 at 1:00 p.m.

Abstract Title:  
*Uncertainty in Extrapolations of Predictive Land Change Models*  
is part of the Paper Session:  
*Agent Based Models of Landcover Change: Theories and Methods*  
scheduled on Monday, 3/15/2004 at 10:00 a.m.

John Harrington:
Abstract Title:  
*Heat Waves: An Under-Recognized Hazard*  
is part of the Paper Session:  
*Heat Wave*  
scheduled on Thursday, 3/18/2004 at 10:00 a.m.

Abstract Title:  
*What is a Category 5 Heat Wave?*  
is part of the Paper Session:  
*Heat Wave*  
scheduled on Thursday, 3/18/2004 at 10:00 a.m.

Panel Session:  
4519. *Progress in Applied Geography*  
(Sponsored by )  
is scheduled on Wednesday, 3/17/2004 from 3:00 p.m. - 4:40 p.m.

John Rogan:
Abstract Title:  
*MAPPING LAND COVER MODIFICATIONS OVER LARGE AREAS: A COMPARISON OF MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS*  
is part of the Paper Session:  
*Remote Sensing: Classification Techniques*  
scheduled on Thursday, 3/18/2004 at 10:00 a.m.
Lisa Harrington:
Abstract Title:
*Changes in Agriculture and Resource Use in the High Plains*
is part of the Paper Session:
*Agricultural Geography: Early Roots to Modern Landscapes*
scheduled on Wednesday, 3/17/2004 at 8:00 a.m.

Abstract Title:
*Vulnerability to Drought at Different Places and Scales: A Cross-Site Comparison*
is part of the Paper Session:
*Drought, Water Supply, Fire: How Does Place-Based Science Serve Society? I*
scheduled on Thursday, 3/18/2004 at 8:00 a.m.

Maatsi Angwafo:
Abstract Title:
*Evaluation of vulnerability to climate change of Community Water Systems among HERO sites.*
is part of the Paper Session:
*Climate and Renewable Resources of Energy*
scheduled on Friday, 3/19/2004 at 4:00 p.m.

Abstract Title:
*The Vulnerability of Community Water Systems to Climate Change in Central Massachusetts.*
This event has not been scheduled

Matthew Holden:
Session: 2435. Cartography/GIS/RSSG Student Illustrated Paper Competition I
Paper title: "Creating historical land use maps for long-term change analysis in Massachusetts"

Max Lu:
Abstract Title:
*Public health consequences of sparse population distribution*
is part of the Paper Session:
*Topics in Population Geography*
scheduled on Friday, 3/19/2004 at 4:00 p.m.

Abstract Title:
*Vulnerability to Drought at Different Places and Scales: A Cross-Site Comparison*
is part of the Paper Session:
*Drought, Water Supply, Fire: How Does Place-Based Science Serve Society? I*
scheduled on Thursday, 3/18/2004 at 8:00 a.m.
Paper Session:
5223. Residential pattern, mobility and migration
(Sponsored by Spatial Analysis and Modeling Specialty Group, Population Specialty Group)
is scheduled on Thursday, 3/18/2004 from 10:00 a.m. - 11:40 a.m.

Morgan Windram:
Abstract Title:
Sensitivity of Community Water Systems to Water Quality/Quantity Issues Concerning Climate in Centre County
is part of the Poster Session:
Water
scheduled on Wednesday, 3/17/2004 at 1:00 p.m.

Nicholas Malizia:
Session: 4122. GIS Specialty Group Student Paper Competition
Paper title: "The Effect of Category Aggregation on Land-Use and Cover Change Measurement"

Robert Neff:
Abstract Title:
The Need for a Comprehensive Curriculum in Human-Environment Geography
is part of the Paper Session:
Centennial Issue of the Professional Geographer, Part 2
scheduled on Tuesday, 3/16/2004 at 3:00 p.m.

Abstract Title:
Vulnerability to Drought at Different Places and Scales: A Cross-Site Comparison
is part of the Paper Session:
scheduled on Thursday, 3/18/2004 at 8:00 a.m.

Tania Metz:
Abstract Title:
Sensitivity of Community Water Systems to Water Quality/Quantity Issues Concerning Climate in Centre County
is part of the Poster Session:
Water
scheduled on Wednesday, 3/17/2004 at 1:00 p.m.

Yasmin Bowers:
Abstract Title:
Evaluation of vulnerability to climate change of Community Water Systems among HERO sites.
is part of the Paper Session:
Climate and Renewable Resources of Energy
scheduled on Friday, 3/19/2004 at 4:00 p.m.

Abstract Title:
The Vulnerability of Community Water Systems to Climate Change in Central Massachusetts.
This event has not been scheduled